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ABSTRACT

Cancer sequencing predicts driver genes using recur-
rent protein-altering mutations, but detecting recurrence 
for non-coding mutations remains unsolved. Here, we 
present a convergence framework for recurrence 
analysis of non-coding mutations using three-dimen-
sional co-localization of epigenomically-identified 
regions. We define the regulatory plexus of each gene as 
its cell-type-specific three-dimensional gene-regulatory 
neighborhood, inferred using Hi-C chromosomal 
interactions and chromatin state annotations. Using 16 
matched tumor-normal prostate transcriptomes, we 
predict tumor-upregulated genes, and find enriched 
plexus mutations in distal regulatory regions normally 
repressed in prostate, suggesting out-of-context 
de-repression. Using 55 matched tumor-normal prostate 
genomes, we predict 15 driver genes by convergence of 
dispersed, low-frequency mutations into high-frequency 
dysregulation events along prostate-specific plexi, while 
controlling for mutational heterogeneity across regions, 
chromatin states, and patients. These putative drivers 
play roles in growth signaling, immune evasion, 
mitochondrial function, and vascularization, suggesting 
higher-order pathway-level convergence. We experi-
mentally validate the PLCB4 plexus and its ability to 
affect the canonical PI3K cancer pathway. 

have a direct impact on protein sequence. Both emerging 
perspectives, the germline and the somatic, belong to the same 
disease, but it is not yet clear how they are related.

Here, we present a unifying framework to reconcile these 
disparate perspectives and venture into the continuum between 
them. In this framework we propose the existence of a theoreti-
cal genomic event in which heterogeneous variants that are 
scattered and far from each other on the one-dimensional 
genome sequence but that are physically adjacent to each other 
in the three-dimensional volume of the cell nucleus manifest as a 
coherent cellular phenotype. We define a plexus as a set of 
interacting loci that are next to each other in the cell volume but 
scattered over the genome sequence. The number of possible 
plexi quickly becomes astronomical, even when they are 
composed of a handful of loci. Without experimental knowledge 
of the location of active loci and their interactions, the plexus 
framework is computationally and statistically intractable. 
Minimally, looking for a driver plexus requires whole genome 
sequencing of cancer-normal pairs and maps of chromatin 
states and chromosome interactions for the cancer’s tissue of 
origin. 

In this study, we apply the plexus framework to prostate 
adenocarcinoma. We use matched ChIP-seq and Hi-C to map 
the locations of regulatory elements and their interactions in 
normal prostate cells (RWPE1). We then build the prostate-spe-
cific plexus for every protein-coding gene in the human genome. 
We initially use the plexi to analyze dysregulated genes in 16 
cancer-normal transcriptome pairs. This approach reveals that 
the plexi of dysregulated genes enrich in dispersed non-coding 
mutations that converge on gene promoters and disrupt their 
function. We then develop a plexus recurrence test that we apply 
to 55 cancer-normal whole genome pairs. This test allows us to 
uncover 15 driver plexi containing novel candidate cancer genes 
with diverse roles that further converge on growth signaling, 
immune evasion, mitochondrial function and vascularization. 
Finally, we experimentally demonstrate how our most robust 
result, the PLCB4 plexus, disrupts the PI3K pathway to alter cell 
growth and drive tumor progression. Our results have broad 
implications beyond identifying cancer genes. We hope the 
plexus framework will boost power in sequence association 
studies and facilitate the interpretation of rare and private 
variants in the context of precision medicine. 

INTRODUCTION

Sequencing has revealed both germline variants that underlie 
cancer risk and somatic mutations that drive cancer progression. 
However, disparate perspectives emerge from each. Germline 
variants identified in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
are predominantly distal to genes. When experimentally charac-
terized they appear to interact with genes by folding to their 
promoter’s physical location in three-dimensional space. These 
variants have subtle effects on transcription factor binding and 
gene expression but ultimately stack the odds towards disease 
development or progression. By contrast, somatic alterations 
identified through tumor sequencing are far more severe and 
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DESIGN 

The plexus framework
The leading paradigm for identifying driver genes in cancer 
genomics has been to search for recurrent mutations in multiple 
independent patients. This process is confounded by many 
factors, such as the variation in mutation rates across the 
genome due to transcription and replication timing (Lawrence et 
al. 2013). While cancer recurrence has typically focused on 
protein-coding mutations, recent studies show that regulatory 
regions can also be the targets of recurrent mutations, in particu-
lar, single regulatory regions linked to the TERT (Huang et al. 
2013) and TAL1 genes (Patel et al. 2014). But in contrast to 
coding recurrence, where hundreds of genes have been identi-
fied and many more remain to be discovered (Lawrence et al. 
2014), the analysis of recurrence at single regulatory regions has 
not yielded conclusive results (Nik-Zainal et al. 2016).  

Expanding the concept of recurrence to non-coding 
mutations poses several challenges that are currently unmet. 
First, cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease among patients. 
Because multiple regulatory loci can be associated with the 
same gene, each locus might be mutated in a different tumor 
sample, requiring methods that go beyond a single region. 
Second, regulatory loci can lie far from the genes they regulate. 
This demands precise methods for identifying interacting loci 
over long-range chromatin conformation loops (Pomerantz et al. 
2009; Ahmadiyeh et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2012). Third, mutation 
rates are heterogeneous over the genome. Regions associated 
with active histone modification marks, for example, can show 

Figure 1 | The plexus framework reveals 
the convergence of dispersed and 
heterogeneous mutations 
a, Visualization of a hypothetical plexus 

composed of four loci. The four loci 
contain a variety of active and inactive 
genomic elements (arcs with colored 
segments within an encompassing gray 
circle). The plexus’ gene (red circle) has an 
active promoter (‘pro’, red) and a 
transcribed region (‘txn’, green). Intra- and 
inter-chromosomal Hi-C interactions 
connect the plexus’ gene to regulatory 
elements elsewhere in the plexus (red 
Bezier curves). Additional interactions help 
maintain the four loci together within the 
volume of the cell nucleus (gray Bezier 
curves). Dispersed mutations in active 
elements (putative drivers, red dots) are 
interspersed with mutations in inactive 
chromatin (likely passengers, gray dots). 
Active elements harboring mutations 
include enhancers (‘enh’, yellow) and 
poised regulatory elements (‘poi’, pink), 
among others. 
b, Dispersed active (red) and interspersed 

inactive (gray) mutations arranged by 
tumor sample. Mutational heterogeneity 
across samples leads to low-frequency 
mutation events at single elements or loci, 
each accounting for a common mecha-
nism of tumorigenesis in only a small 
number of patients (3-5 out of 20). 
c, Aggregating low-frequency mutation 

events through a gene’s plexus can reveal 
high-frequency driver events through 
convergent dysregulation of the same 
gene; a single mechanism now accounting 
for a majority of patient tumor samples (16 
out of 20).

dramatically lower background mutation rates due to higher 
accessibility for the DNA repair machinery (Stamatoyannopoulos 
et al. 2009; Liu, De, and Michor 2013; Polak et al. 2014). Fourth, 
the regulatory code is poorly understood. This complicates the 
prioritization of mutations and the assessment of regulatory 
consequences (Cowper-Sal·lari et al. 2012; Ernst and Kellis 
2013; Khurana et al. 2013). Fifth, all the parameters used in the 
statistical modeling vary by cell type. The interactions between 
loci, chromatin states, DNA accessibility and the concentrations 
of the transcription factors decoding the regulatory instructions 
are specific to each and every cell type in the human body.

Here, we directly address these challenges and introduce a 
theoretical and methodological framework for recurrence analy-
sis of non-coding mutations that we apply to prostate cancer. We 
begin by inferring the plexus of every protein-coding gene (Fig. 
1a), defined as the set of all proximal and distal regulatory 
elements acting through intra- or inter-chromosomal interactions 
(also cis and trans, respectively) based on their chromatin state 
and the three-dimensional links to their target genes. This allows 
us to collapse mutations that are heterogeneous across samples 
and scattered over multiple genomic loci (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, 
functional annotations allow us to separate sparse driver 
mutations from confounding passenger mutations. The end 
result is the aggregation of mutations that are individually low in 
frequency into high-frequency regulatory recurrence events, 
based on their convergence into common target genes (Fig. 1c). 
This can be achieved even in the absence of clusters of contigu-
ous alterations, protein coding or otherwise.
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Figure 2 | Plexus assembly by connecting dispersed regulatory mutations 
to protein-coding genes using matched ChIP-seq and Hi-C 
a, Chromatin states in normal prostate. We profiled five histone marks 

(columns) in RWPE1 cells, and used ChromHMM to learn 15 chromatin 
states (rows), which we further group in eight aggregate states (colors). We 
treat open chromatin regions, regardless of the enclosing chromatin state, as 
a separate class (not shown). 
b, Mutation rate heterogeneity across chromatin states and tumor samples. 

Scatter plot showing mutation rates (x-axis) across 55 prostate tumor 
samples (y-axis) for eight chromatin states (colors). Tumor samples are 
sorted by average mutation rate in low-activity regions. Colored vertical bars 
indicate median mutation rate for each state across tumor samples. 
c, d, Linear histograms show the number of plexi (y-axis) by the mutation 

count in connected elements (x-axis) for raw (c) and cut plexi (d) assembled 
around all protein-coding genes. Plexus mutation counts are calculated 
separately for chromatin states (colors) and three classes of distance to the 
plexus gene (columns). Colored vertical bars indicate the median number of 
mutations per gene for each chromatin state. 

RESULTS

Plexus assembly from matched ChIP-seq and Hi-C
We first establish the prostate-specific plexus of every 
protein-coding gene in the human genome. Regulatory annota-
tions are highly tissue specific (Lupien et al. 2008). We therefore 
use the RWPE1 prostate cell line as a reference, and profile five 
histone modification marks using ChIP-Seq. We use ChromHMM 
(Ernst and Kellis 2012) to define eight chromatin state annota-
tions consisting of: promoters ('pro') with strong H3K4me3 but 
no H3K4me1; enhancers ('enh') with H3K4me1 but no 
H3K4me3; regulatory elements ('reg') marked with both 
enhancer and promoter signatures; transcription-associated 
regions ('txn') with H3K36me3; poised elements ('poi') with 
H3K27me3 and at least one other active mark; repressed 
elements ('rep') with H3K27me3 only; and low-activity regions 
('low') where no marks are detected (Fig. 2a, S1). Raw plexi 
exhibit an over-abundance of active regulatory states ('opn', 
'pro', 'reg', 'enh'), especially through proximal interactions (Table 
S1). We treat open chromatin regions ('opn'), based on DNaseI in 
RWPE1 (ENCODE Consortium 2012), as a separate class, 
regardless of their enclosing chromatin state. 

We find large variation in mutation rates, across both chroma-
tin states and tumor samples (Fig. 2b). Open chromatin regions 
show the lowest mutation rate (1.5 mutations/Mb), consistent 
with previous reports (Stamatoyannopoulos et al. 2009; Polak, 
Querfurth, and Arndt 2010; Polak et al. 2014), attributed to their 
increased association with the DNA repair machinery (Liu, De, 
and Michor 2013). However, even outside DNaseI regions, 
mutation rates vary greatly across chromatin states (from 1.6 to 
6.9 mutations/Mb on average), and across tumors (from 0.7 to 
2.8 mutations/Mb for low-activity regions). Mutation rates do not 
correlate with GC content, CpG dinucleotide rate, nucleotide, or 
di-nucleotide composition (Table S2), and chromatin states 
preserve their relative mutation rates across tumors (Fig. 2b), 
suggesting sequence-independent mechanisms, possibly due to 
differential interactions with the repair machinery by chromatin 
regulators. Surprisingly, once open chromatin regions are 
excluded from chromatin state annotations, the expected 
inverse correlation between epigenomic activity and mutation 
rate is lost. Instead, promoter regions free of open chromatin 
show the second highest mutation rate. 

We link these regulatory annotations to each gene using a 
prostate-specific map of chromosome interactions that is also 
derived from the RWPE1 cell line (Rickman et al. 2012) (Data S1). 
With this data we generate two types of plexus for each 
protein-coding gene: a raw plexus, which contains any locus 
with evidence of interaction, and a cut plexus, in which each 
interaction is assessed using a permutation test and filtered 
based on a p-value cutoff of 0.05 (See Methods). While the short 
lengths of regulatory elements make contiguous, single-element 
recurrence rare (Fig. S2), through its plexus a gene can be 
associated with a much higher richness of variation across a 
patient cohort. The set of raw plexi associates genes with a 
median of 106 linked proximal elements (within 100 kb), 1420 
distal intra-chromosomally (cis), and 1824 inter-chromosomally 
(trans) interacting elements; providing an abundant source of 
mutation to each gene (Fig. S3a, data S2). Indeed, each gene 
interacts with a median of 21 mutations in proximal elements, 
399 mutations in distal cis-elements, and 625 mutations in 
trans-interactions (Fig. 2c), providing sufficient power to study 
plexus-level mutation. We use the raw plexi to identify recurrent 
driver events across the 55 patients; in this way we cast a broad 

net that we progressively tighten to further concentrate our 
candidates. Conversely, cut plexi associate each gene with a 
median of 30 interacting proximal elements (within 100 kb), 319 
distal cis-elements, and 227 trans-elements (Fig. S3b, data S2). 
This leads to a more focused source of mutation, with each gene 
being associated with a median of 1 mutation in proximal 
elements, 24 mutations in distal cis-elements, and 17 mutations 
in trans-elements (Fig. 2d). We exploit the stringent interactions 
of the cut plexi for intra-chromosomal interactions to look for 
enrichment of distal mutations in cancer-dysregulated genes.

Dysregulated genes enrich in plexus mutations
To study the relevance of plexus mutations as a mechanism of 
gene dysregulation we use whole transcriptomes obtained from 
16 of the 55 patients with whole genomes (Baca et al. 2013). 
Every tumor sample has a matched normal sample from 
adjacent prostate tissue. From the normal tissue, we establish a 
range of expression for every gene and use each distribution to
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normalize tumor transcriptomes (Fig. 3a, see Methods). Tumor 
samples showed significantly greater variance (Wilcoxon P < 
10-15.7) in expression than normal prostate samples (Fig. 3b). For 
each gene, we search for pairs of tumor samples where one gene 
instance is dysregulated in one patient and the other instance is 
unchanged. Pairing multiple gene instances in this manner 
allows us to compare a large set of dysregulated gene instances 
against a control set that is matched one-to-one so as to 
preserve the genomic and epigenomic properties between the 
two sets (Fig. 3a). Mutational properties between the two sets, 
which contain different compositions of patients, are corrected 
by incorporating the patient- and chromatin-specific mutation 
rates into the enrichment calculations (See Methods). Addition-
ally, we only use dysregulated and unchanged gene instances 
when the normal prostate samples for the same two individuals 
show normal expression. We do this to ensure that dysregulation 
is not already present in the adjacent matched tissue before 
tumor development. Through this approach we identify 17,850 
dysregulated-unchanged paired samples over a total of 2,579 
genes (Fig. 3c, data S3), of which 83% are up-regulated 
(14,893), and only 17% are down-regulated (2,957). 

We test the hypothesis that the plexi of dysregulated gene 
instances are enriched for mutations that are distal to the gene 
(>100 kb from gene body). For this we only use high confidence 
interactions from the cut plexi (Permutation P < 0.05; intra-chro-
mosomal, See Methods), and restrict our analysis to up-regulat-
ed genes where we have more power to detect an effect. We   

Figure 3 | Dysregulated genes are enriched in 
dispersed plexus mutations with regulatory activity or 
latent regulatory potential
a, An example of a dysregulated and unchanged gene 

instance pair (normalized expression; y-axis) across 16 
patients (x-axis) for exemplar gene YJEFN3. Tumor 
(top) and matched normal samples (bottom) are used to 
identify viable pairs across the whole transcriptome. A 
viable pair (red and green columns) is composed of a 
dysregulated (top, red, >3 SDs) and an unchanged 
tumor sample (top, green, <1 SD) where both samples 
have normal expression (bottom, dark grey, <1 SD) in 
the matched normal prostate tissue. Gray regions and 
red horizontal lines indicate the +/-1 and +/-3 SD 
intervals. 
b, Gene expression in tumors is more variable than in 

normal tissue. Relative standard deviation (RSD) in 16 
prostate tumor samples (y-axis) and 16 matched 
normal prostate samples (x-axis). Genes selected as 
dysregulated in viable gene instance pairs (panels a, c) 
are shown in red. 
c, Dysregulated and unchanged gene instance pairs 

are predominantly up-regulated. Scatter plot shows the 
normalized expression values (y-axis) for every gene 
used in the analysis (x-axis). Viable pairs and controls 
are plotted for every gene, as defined in panel a.
d, Enrichment scores for mutations linked to 

dysregulation. Histograms show the log2 ratio of 
observed over expected mutation counts (y-axis) at 
increasing levels of dysregulation (x-axis; P

Bonf
<0.05; 

20,000 permutations). 
e, Mutations in low activity regions linked to 

dysregulated gene instances enrich in promoters (red) 
and enhancers (yellow) of non-prostate tissues. 
Histograms showing the ratios of overlap between 
mutations linked to dysregulation against those linked 
to unchanged gene instances (fold changes; y-axis) 
across Epigenome Roadmap cell and tissue types 
(x-axis; Wilcoxon P = 10-11.73 and 10-11.38)
f, Scatterplot showing the number of Epigenome 

Roadmap enhancers overlapped by mutations linked to 
dysregulation (y-axis) against those linked to 
unchanged gene instances (x-axis) for mutations in 
low-activity regions in prostate (Wilcoxon P = 10-4.81).

perform enrichment tests for mutations across all chromatin 
states and over a range of magnitudes for up-regulation. We find 
a consistent enrichment for ‘pro’ elements that increases as 
dysregulation becomes more extreme (Fig 3d). This enrichment 
peaks at 10 standard deviations from normal expression (Permu-
tation P

Bonf
 < 0.05). These enrichments remain even when we 

repeat the analysis removing all gene instances with copy 
number alterations, albeit with less statistical power (Fig. S4). 
Interestingly, ‘opn’ and ‘reg’ elements show signs of being 
protected from mutation; perhaps they represent a set of highly 
optimized activators that are less likely to increase their function 
through random mutation.

Based on our previous work regarding the gain and loss of 
enhancers in tumor initiation in colon cancer (Akhtar-Zaidi et al. 
2012) and tumor progression in breast cancer (Magnani et al. 
2013), we hypothesize that a fraction of mutations in ‘low’ 
elements for prostate might be active in non-prostate cell lines, 
thus driving dysregulation activity in prostate cancer through 
out-of-context de-repression of existing but dormant regulatory 
elements, as opposed to creating them from scratch. Indeed, 
‘low’ elements harboring mutations are strongly enriched for 
both promoter (Wilcoxon P < 10-12) and enhancer states (Wilcox-
on P < 10-11) in other cell types (Fig. 3e). These are active in a 
diverse panel of cell and tissue types (Roadmap Epigenomics 
Consortium 2014), including immune cells, GI-tract, and ESCs 
(Fig. 3f), suggesting co-option of diverse, non-prostate 
elements. 
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Figure 4 | Plexus recurrence test identifies putative driver genes while 
controlling for mutational heterogeneity across chromosome regions, 
chromatin states, and patients 
The recurrence test for the ITM2A plexus. 
a, The ITM2A plexus, visualized as in Fig. 1a, is used as an example. 
b, Regional mutation rate heterogeneity. Mutation rates (x-axis) assessed 

over a sliding window of 50 kb for every 100 bp tile in the human genome 
(number of tiles, y-axis) follow a power-law distribution. The top axis shows 
the boundaries of the mutational bins used in tile resampling. 
c, First, we tally the number of 100 bp tiles in the ITM2A plexus and store 

them in a matrix structured by mutational bin (columns) and chromatin state 
(rows). This is the plexus tile decomposition for ITM2A. 
d, Second, we randomly sample 100 bp tiles from the whole genome in 

such a way as to match the tile decomposition of the ITM2A plexus. From 
this we obtain a matrix of expected mutation counts for every patient 
(columns) and chromatin state (rows) combination.
e, Third, we tally the mutations in the ITM2A plexus and obtain the matrix of 

observed mutation counts. 
f, Fourth, we use the observed and expected counts to obtain enrichment 

scores for each patient and chromatin state combination. Finally, the 
enrichment scores are aggregated across patients in order to obtain a final, 
permutation-based p-value for each chromatin state. Shading denotes 
intensity in the matrices; rows are independently normalized.

Plexus recurrence test reveals hidden drivers
Having established that dysregulated genes are enriched in 
distal plexus mutations, we next sought to identify individual 
genes with an excess of mutations in their plexi in the whole 
genomes of the 55 tumor samples. It is highly unlikely that 
positive selection acts exclusively on cancer driver genes 
through coding and proximal promoter mutations, especially 
considering how most GWAS variants that increase the risk of 
cancer act through distal regulatory mechanisms, and the bewil-
dering diversity of mutational processes in tumor evolution. 

A plexus recurrence test is faced with the same confounders 
as recurrence tests for coding genes, namely mutational hetero-
geneity across genomic regions due to cell-type-specific 
transcriptional activity (Lawrence et al. 2013) and chromatin 
states, in addition to variability among patient and tumor 
mutational signatures. In testing a plexus we must also account 
for changes in the confounders across the constituent loci (Fig. 
4a). Incidentally, we find that regional mutational heterogeneity is 
even more extreme than previously recognized, following a 
power-law distribution at the 50 kb scale (Fig. 4b), suggesting 
localized mutational bursts. The plexus recurrence tests starts by 
gathering a plexus’ mutations, regional mutation rate estimates 
and chromatin states for all the loci it contains. These layers of 
information are stored at a resolution of 100 bp; we refer to these 
intervals as ‘tiles’. We retrieve a tile array for every protein-coding 
gene in the human genome through that gene’s raw plexus. The 
tile array is then decomposed into the two major confounders: 
regional mutation rate and chromatin state (Fig. 4c). We 
compress mutation rates into 15 bins of exponentially increasing 
mutational intensity (taken from the tile’s 50 kb context). 
Chromatin states are stored as the 8 categories previous 
described. 

Statistical significance is computed through permutation. The 
tile decomposition of a plexus is used to guide the random 
sampling of tiles from the whole genome so as to match the 
chromatin state and regional mutation rate properties of the test 
plexus. We then retrieve patient mutations for the permuted tile 
array so as to match the heterogeneity of the mutation rate in the 
patients. By aggregating mutations over all permutations we 
obtain the expected number of mutations for each patient and 
chromatin state over the tile array (Fig. 4d). The expected 
mutation counts allow us to convert observed mutation counts 
(Fig. 4e) into enrichment scores (Fig. 4f). Because the enrich-
ments we previously observed for dysregulated genes in plexus 
mutations are highly dependent on chromatin state, we test each 
chromatin state separately. We combine the enrichment scores 
across all 55 patients to obtain a final list of p-values for each of 
the chromatin states and for the gene’s exons (Table S3). We 
refer to this procedure simply as ‘the plexus recurrence test’ (See 
Methods).

Applying the plexus recurrence test to the 55 prostate cancer 
whole-genome sequences, we identify 15 recurrently mutated 
plexi that are statistically significant (Table S3, data S4). The 
genes varied greatly in enriched chromatin state (‘txn’, ‘pro’, 
‘rep’, ‘poi’, ‘enh’), patients harboring mutations (35%-89%), 
number of mutated elements (7-62), and number of mutations 
(24-150). The plexi do not share regulatory regions, however, the 
RRAD plexus also contains the FAM96B gene (Table S4). These 
15 genes lie in a small number of common pathways, suggesting 
higher-order functional convergence. They are involved in cell 
growth, migration and proliferation through overlapping roles in 
androgen, insulin and circadian rhythm signaling (INSRR, 
PLCB4, CRY2, RRAD, SPANX and SSX), immune evasion 
(ITM2A, IDO2, ZC3H12B and ZBED2), mitochondrial function  

(COQ3 and  SLC25A5) and vascularization (EDNRA). Two genes 
remain uncharacterized (C14orf180 and ZCCHC16). Several of 
these genes have been linked to cancer: INSRR (Hua et al. 2013), 
RRAD (Reynet and Kahn 1993), SSX (D’Arcy et al. 2014); and 
prostate cancer, specifically: CRY2 (Chu et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 
2009). However, the most clinically relevant gene may be IDO2, a 
partner of IDO1 (Metz et al. 2014). IDO genes constitute a key 
mechanisms of immune evasion and have recently become 
central targets in immuno-oncology (Sheridan 2015).
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PLCB4 plexus 3C loops and epigenomic landscape
Having identified a list of 15 candidate driver plexi, we select one 
for experimental validation. To do this, we use the p-values 
assigned to each locus of the raw plexi that were obtained 
through permutation. We then apply increasingly stringent 
thresholds to each plexus and recompute the plexus recurrence 
test at every step. As the cut plexi shrink they lose both mutated 
and non-mutated loci, making the recurrence signal oscillate and 
ultimately decay completely. The PLCB4 plexus has the most 
robust recurrence signal among all 15 plexi (Fig. 5a). The signal 
comes from 79 mutations in ‘txn’ elements that are distal to the 
PLCB4 gene body. Of these, 30 are on the same chromosome 
and spread over 12 loci. We perform chromatin conformation 
capture (3C) experiments and confirm 5 out of the 12 interactions 
with the PLCB4 promoter (Fig. 5b, S5, table S5, See Methods). 
We group these elements into four loci and refer to them by their 
mega base coordinates on chromosome 20: 9.0 (which contains 
the PLCB4 gene body), 9.2, 10.4, 18.5 and 30.0. In addition to 
the 3C experiments, the five loci are woven together by numer-
ous direct and indirect Hi-C interactions (Fig. 5c). 

The 3C-validated loci contain 15 mutations for 12 patients in 
the significant chromatin state, ‘txn’, and 36 mutations for 24 
patients over all chromatin states (Fig. 5c). The significant (‘txn’) 
and extended (all states) mutation sets represent 22% and 44% 

Figure 5 | PLCB4 plexus signal 
robustness, 3C structure, epigenomic 
landscape and eQTLs

a, Signal decay rate of the plexus 
recurrence test for the top 15 plexi. We 
re-compute p-values (y-axis) as we 
increase the stringency of Hi-C 
interactions (y-axis). The PLCB4 

plexus (red) shows the most robust 
signal. 

b, Chromatin interactions between 
the PLCB4 promoter and the rest of 
the plexus in the RWPE1 prostate 
epithelial cell line. Bar plots show the 
chromatin conformation capture (3C) 
interaction strength between the 
PLCB4 promoter and each of the other 
four loci in the plexus. Adjacent EcoRI 
fragments are used as controls. Error 
bars represent SD of three biological 
replicates assayed in duplicate. 

c, The 3C-validated PLCB4 plexus 
visualized as in Fig. 1a with the 
following differences: only mutations 
for the significant ‘txn’ state are 
highlighted in red, scale marks for 
each locus are drawn every 5 kb, and 
Bezier curves depict 3C-validated (red) 
and Hi-C (grey) interactions. 

d, Epigenome Roadmap annotations 
for the five loci of the 3C-validated 
PLCB4 plexus (x-axis) depicted 
linearly across 127 cell types (y-axis). 

e, GTEx eQTLs for PLCB4 computed 
from 87 prostate samples. Scatter plot 
depicts the –log

10 
p-value (y-axis) of 

PLCB4 eQTLs for 783 variants (97, 
genotyped, red; 686 imputed, dark 
red) contained in the five loci of the 
3C-validated PLCB4 plexus (x-axis).

of the 55 total patients, respectively. The recurrence frequency at 
the PLCB4 plexus is high compared to coding genes identified in 
exome sequencing studies of prostate cancer. The top three 
genes by frequency, SPOP, TP53 and PTEN, are mutated in 
13%, 6% and 4% of patients, respectively (Barbieri et al. 2012). 
However, the impact of mutations in coding regions is well 
understood. Annotations across 127 reference epigenomes from 
the Roadmap and ENCODE projects (Ernst and Kellis 2015; 
Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium 2014; ENCODE Consortium 
2012) help infer the regulatory potential of the loci mutated in the 
PLCB4 plexus. Gene dysregulation through out-of-context 
de-repression would require latent or poised regulatory elements 
to be present in the loci in cell types other than prostate. 
Although incomplete, the Roadmap and ENCODE collection of 
cell types can give some indication of regulatory activity, even 
when highly specific to a few non-prostate cell types. The 
annotations show highly diverse regulatory contexts in the ~40 
kb regions containing the mutations (Fig. 5d). Some loci show 
consistent activity across all tissues, whereas others reveal 
striking prostate specificity. Finally, three out of the four distal loci 
in the PLCB4 plexus (9.2, 10.4 and 30.0) contain eQTLs for 
PLCB4 expression based on the analysis of 87 prostate samples 
from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project (GTEx 
Consortium 2015) (Fig. 5e, data S5, See Methods).
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Figure 6 | PLCB4 plexus mutations affect the binding of key prostate 
transcription factors and PLCB4 disruption affects the PI3K pathway 
Regulatory annotations for 15 non-coding mutations (columns) in the 
3C-validated PLBC4 plexus overlapping ‘txn’ state elements. 
a, Cancer transcription factor binding sites in non-prostate cells overlap 

mutations in the 30.0 locus. 
b, Histone marks in six prostate cell lines of increasing tumorigenic 

potential (from the bottom to the top) show losses at the 9.2 and 10.4 loci, 
but consistent activity at the 18.5 and 30.0 loci. Distance of the mutation to 
the closest region is indicated by saturation, where full saturation indicates 
direct overlap and minimum saturation indicates a 10 kb distance. 
c, Intra-genomic Replicates (IGR) measures of affinity modulation for a 

collection of prostate-related transcription factors assayed in prostate cell 
lines. Gains (red) and losses (blue) in binding are shown for significant 
results. Nested cells show results from multiple replicates of the same factor. 
d, IGR profile plots showing the most disruptive effect for each of the 14 

single-nucleotide mutations in the 3C-validated PLCB4 plexus. Each plot 
shows the affinity estimation (y-axis) for each of the normal (blue) and 
mutated (red) sequences. Affinity estimate profiles are shown over a 400bp 
window (x-axis) centered on the k-mer. Only the maximum affinity k-mer for 
each allele is presented in the final IGR result. 
e, PLCB4 loss lowers PI3K signaling. Three independent PLCB4-deficient 

PC3 lines were engineered using CRISPR/Cas9 and their lysates immuno-
blotted with the indicated antibodies.  
f, PLCB4 overexpression increases PI3K signaling. Three independent PC3 

lines stably transduced with pBABE myc-PLCB4 were isolated and their 
lysates immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies.

PLCB4 plexus disruption and the PI3K pathway
The study of cancer recurrence in coding regions benefits from 
our knowledge of the genetic code and allows for the filtering of 
mutations based on synonymity. In the regulatory setting we 
need tissue-specific annotations and models of protein-DNA 
binding to obtain a similar understanding. Unfortunately, a 
comprehensive regulatory code is still unavailable. However, we 
are able to infer a portion of the code in prostate cells by leverag-
ing a subset of transcription factors binding profiles across 
canonical prostate cell lines. We first scanned the 15 mutations 
in the PLCB4 plexus for binding of transcription factors in any 
human cell type using ReMap (Griffon et al. 2015). Five of the 
seven mutations at the 30.0 locus overlap binding sites for ERG, 
TP63, SP1 or BRD4 (Fig. 6a). All of these factors are involved in 
gains, losses or fusions in prostate cancer (Sankpal et al. 2011; 
Tucci et al. 2012; Tomlins et al. 2005; Asangani et al. 2014). We 
then interrogated the five core histone marks (H3K4me1, 
H3K4me3, H3K36me3, H3K27me3 and H3K27ac) and open 
chromatin in five additional prostate cell lines, ranging from 
normal tissue (RWPE1, PWR1E) to low (LNCaP), moderate 
(DU145) and high (22Rv1, PC3) tumorigenicity (Fig. 6b). The 
reference for this study, RWPE1, shows active transcription 
marks across all four loci in addition to promoter marks at 9.2 
and 30.0. The 9.2 and 10.4 loci show variability in the normal 
tissue and loss of histone marks across all cancer cell lines. 
Locus 18.5 is consistently active in all cell lines, whereas locus 
30.0 shows a strong gain in enhancer marks in cell lines with high 
tumorigenicity and one normal cell line. These results suggest 
that gains and losses of activity in the PLCB4 plexus relate to a 
range of cancerous phenotypes in a standard collection of 
prostate cell lines.

In order to assess the role of the tumor mutations in the 
PLCB4 plexus on these activity patterns, we consider their 
effects on the binding of key transcription factors that are likely 
mediating the deposition of active histone marks. We built affinity 
models for all prostate transcription factors in the Cistrome 
database of ChIP-seq experiments (http://cistrome.org/db) using 
the Intra-Genomic Replicates (IGR) method (Cowper-Sal·lari et 
al. 2012) (See Methods). We found that mutations in the 9.2 
locus tend to increase the binding of AR, GR, FOXA1 and BRD4 
factors, whereas mutations in the 30.0 locus tend to consistently 
decrease binding of BRD4, ERG, GABPA and ETV1 (Fig. 6c). 
However, the most commonly affected factor is AR, with disrup-
tive mutations in all four loci. Each of the 14 mutations probed 
with IGR (single-nucleotide) had a large effect for at least one of 
the factors. Among the most dramatic results we find the 
creation of a FOXA1 binding site at locus 10.4 and the destruc-
tion of two binding sites for AR and ETV1 at the 30.0 locus (Fig. 
6d). Interestingly, we found a significant enrichment in 
binding-altering mutations for ETV1 (QFDR < 0.024) across all 35 
mutations at the PLCB4 locus (See Methods).

PLCB4, or phospholipase Cβ4, has been extensively studied 
in the context of circadian rhythms and auriculocondylar 
syndrome, where it has strong effects when disrupted (Park et al. 
2003; Rieder et al. 2012). The role of PLCB4 in prostate cancer is 
unknown, although it has been identified in a set of 96 genes 
associated with in vivo progression to castration-recurrent 
prostate cancer (Romanuik et al. 2010). Considering its ability to 
directly affect cell membrane lipid metabolism and the phospha-
tidylinositides, we tested the impact of PLCB4 deletion or 
overexpression on the phosphoinositide-regulated PI3K/AKT 
signaling pathway in PC3 cells. While PLCB4 deletion led to a 
decrease in PI3K/AKT signaling throughput (Fig. 6e), its overex-
pression resulted in activation of the PI3K pathway (Fig. 6f), 
revealing a direct link between the levels of PLCB4 expression 
and the activity of this major oncogenic signaling cascade.
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METHODS 

Data sources 

Normal prostate Hi-C chromosome interaction data (chromatin loops) in 

the RWPE1 cell line were downloaded from the Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GEO) database at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (accession 

number: GSE37752)(Rickman et al. 2012). Prostate cancer-normal whole 

genome and transcriptome pairs for 55 prostate adenocarcinoma 

patients were obtained through the database of Genotypes and 

Phenotypes (dbGaP) at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap (accession number 

phs000447.v1.p1) and directly at the Broad Institute (Baca et al. 2013). 

Gene annotations were downloaded from GENCODE at 

http://www.gencodegenes.org (version 18). DNase annotations 

generated as part of the ENCODE project were downloaded from the 

UCSC Genome Browser at genome.ucsc.edu. Epigenome Roadmap 

promoter and enhancer annotations were obtained at the Broad Institute 

(www.broadinstitute.org/~meuleman/reg2map/HoneyBadger_release). 

Normal prostate transcriptomes and genotypes for eQTL analysis were 

obtained from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project at 

www.gtexportal.org. Additional ChIP-seq data for epigenomic and 

transcription factor binding analyses were downloaded from 

cistrome.org/db. Copy number data for the 55 prostate adenocarcinoma 

patients was obtained from www.cbioportal.org. 

Epigenomic profiling of normal prostate chromatin state 

Healthy prostate ChIP-seq data for five core histone marks (H3K4me1, 

H3K4me3, H3K36me3, H3K27me3 and H3K27ac) and DNase was 

generated in the RWPE1 cell line with the same protocols used in 

Cowper-Sal·lari et al. (Cowper-Sal·lari et al. 2012) except using 

sonication instead MNase and the Illumina HiSeq 2000 instead of the 

Genome Analyzer. Chromatin states were learned with ChromHMM 

(Ernst and Kellis 2012). We used 100 bp elements in order to maintain 

the granularity of the smaller DNase annotations from ENCODE. The 

Epigenome Roadmap 15-state ChromHMM model was further 

aggregated into eight broader functional categories: open chromatin, 

promoter, regulatory (with mixed promoter and enhancer marks), 

enhancer, transcribed (with no other function), poised (promoter, 

enhancer and transcribed), repressed, and low-activity regions (no 

marks). These aggregate states are denoted by the following three-

character mnemonics: opn, pro, reg, enh, txn, poi, rep and low (Fig. 1, 

S1). All source data generated by the Lupien lab can be downloaded 

from www.pmgenomics.ca/lupienlab/tools.html. 

Plexus assembly 

Objective - The plexus framework seeks to identify cellular functions that 

are dysregulated through alterations distributed over multiple loci in the 

context of cancer recurrence and trait association studies. It is 

predicated on the notion that the set of loci that affect any given cellular 

function are likely to be non-contiguous and sparse on the one-

dimensional sequence of the genome. Identifying these sets of loci from 

sequence alone or through exhaustive testing is currently infeasible; we 

therefore use experimentally derived annotations for both the locations 

and interactions of these sets of loci in order to address the sparseness 

and non-contiguity problems, respectively. Furthermore, both the 

locations and interactions of the loci that determine cellular functions are 

highly variable from one cell type to another. The use of cell types that 

are relevant to the trait or disease under study is critical. In principle, the 

framework can use any source of alteration. In this study we focus on 

somatic, single nucleotide variants in a cohort of 55 prostate 

adenocarcinoma patients, but we look forward to expanding the 

repertoire of alterations to germline variants, all structural classes of 

mutations, and epigenetic and transcription factor binding changes. We 

define the plexus as the comprehensive set of genomic loci that when 

altered can modulate a cellular function. In this study, we focus on the 

expression of protein-coding genes. We first build the cell-type-specific 

plexus for every protein-coding gene; this includes regulatory elements 

that are both proximal and distal to the gene body, on both the same 

(cis) and other (trans) chromosomes. Specifically, we do this with histone 

marks and chromosome interactions (chromatin loops) obtained for the 

same cell-type in which the mutations originate. Ultimately, this allows us 

to search for genes that have more mutations in their regulatory 

elements or gene body than expected by chance alone. We use two 

types of plexus in this study: a lenient raw plexus, which intends to 

encompass as many of the true interacting loci as possible, and a 

stringent cut plexus, where interactions are filtered based on a 

permutations test. 
Raw plexus - We retrieve transcription start site (TSS) and exon 

annotations from the GENCODE database (version 18) for all protein-

coding genes. We segment the human genome (hg19) into 100 bp tiles 

and assign a chromatin state to every tile. Chromosome interactions 

were originally generated through the Hi-C sequencing technique. 

Interactions between loci are mediated through DNA binding proteins. 

Each binding site at the terminus of an interaction likely covers a few 

tens of bases. However, the Hi-C technique can only resolve the 

positions of the interaction termini to a few kb. This is due to the use of 

the HindIII restriction enzyme that cuts the DNA. The ends of Hi-C 

sequencing reads are unambiguously assigned to HindIII fragments, but 

the exact location of the terminus within the fragment cannot currently 

be determined. We refer to each segment of the genome contained 

between two HindIII restriction sites as an anchor. Every 100 bp tile is 

therefore contained within a HindIII anchor, and anchors are connected 

to each other through Hi-C interactions. Through this network we assign 

tiles to the plexus of every gene. First, we retrieve all anchors within 10 

kb up and downstream of the gene’s TSS. For each anchor at the TSS, 

we then retrieve all other anchors connected through Hi-C interactions. 

Each of these anchors is extended 10 kb in both directions. We then 

store all tiles that overlap either a TSS anchor, any of the gene’s exons, 

or any of the extended anchors at the distal ends of the Hi-C 

interactions. The list of 100 bp tiles is then sorted and filtered down to an 

array of unique tile indices. Raw plexus tile arrays frequently span 

multiple chromosomes and several Mb (Fig. S3). They also contain a 

variety of chromatin states and disparate regions of the genome with 

highly discordant mutation rates. The plexus tile array is the 

representation of all the proximal and distal elements that potentially 

impinge on a gene’s function. We compute plexus tile arrays for every 

protein-coding gene in the human genome (Data S1), and then retrieve 

tumor mutations for every array (Data S2). The raw plexi constitute the 

basis for our plexus recurrence test.  
Cut plexus - Several factors can account for the presence of reads 

spanning two loci in a Hi-C library, many of which are confounders to 

identifying true regulatory interactions. We set out to assign a measure 

of confidence on putative interactions present in each of the raw plexi 

previously defined. The cut plexus program takes the raw plexus of a 

gene as input. It then loads the Hi-C matrices for the chromosome that 

contains the gene. The matrices are binned at 10 kb intervals for the 

intra-chromosomal interactions (inter-chromosomal are discarded for the 

cut plexi) and computed using the Mirny lab’s hiclib library 

(mirnylab.bitbucket.org/hiclib). The raw data from Rickman et al. 

contains four replicates: GFP1, GFP2, ERG1 and ERG2 of varying 

sequencing depth. Interactions are tested separately across the four 

replicates and aggregated at the end of the program’s execution. The 

GFP and ERG conditions are intended to simulate normal and cancerous 

cell states. We want to capture interactions that can occur across the 

carcinogenic continuum. Furthermore, we are primarily interested in 

identifying loci that can interact rather than loci that interact frequently. 

Therefore, because these loops might vary over time, identifying a loop 

in a single replicate is still of interest. We then assess each of the locus 

pairs in the raw plexus. Interactions that are less than 100 kb from the 

gene promoter are tagged as “proximal”. Because for now we are only 

concerned with intra-chromosomal interactions, the rest are tagged as 

“distal_cis”. We generate a p-value for each of the four replicates by 

permuting matrix counts between the two loci. 
Hi-C null - This null distribution represents the expected counts given the 

distance between loci and the genomic background at each of the loci. 

To compute the null we start by tallying the observed matrix count. This 

number is the largest value among the cells corresponding to the bins 

containing the pair of loci or any of the eight adjacent cells. We do this in 

order to include arrangements in which the probed loci and interaction 

anchors are separated in adjacent bins. The anchors that mediate the 

interactions between genes and regulatory elements might not overlap 

perfectly (Bailey et al. 2015). True interactions can be mediated by 

physical interactions that are some kb away. Additionally, restriction 

fragment processing makes the exact location of these interactions 

uncertain. We then take a segment of the diagonal that crosses the cell 

addressed by bin coordinates of the loci. This diagonal slice of the 

matrix expands 100 cells upstream and downstream parallel to the 

diagonal and two cells perpendicular. We tally the matrix values 

(balanced reads) over the diagonal slice and then randomly reassign the 

same number of reads over a matrix of the same dimensions as the 

diagonal slice. We count the number of times that we see values larger 

than or equal to the observed matrix count in the permuted matrix. We 

then regenerate the randomized matrix 100 times. The p-value for each 

replicate is calculated by dividing the number of cells with tallies larger or 

equal than the observed value over the total number of cells and matrix 

randomizations. We combine the p-values over the four replicates using 
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Fisher’s method. This final p-value is what we use to filter the locus pairs 

in the raw plexus to generate cut plexi of varying stringency. Through 

this approach we attempt to estimate the probability of the observed 

read count given the genomic context of the two loci.  Our intention is to 

correct for the interface or area of interaction between the loci at the 

level of chromosome territories. We do this at a scale that is much larger 

than the individual loci but that retains the local conformational 

background. We run the permutation test on all GENCODE V18 genes 

marked as ‘protein_coding’ for all chromosomes except Y and M, which 

yields a total of 20,233 genes. We use a p-value threshold of 0.05 to 

define all subsequent statistics for cut plexi. 

Dysregulated gene analysis 

Core scores - We identify dysregulated instances of genes in specific 

patients across 16 cancer transcriptomes by normalizing every gene’s 

expression using an aggregate of values in the matched normal prostate 

tissue. The normalized measure we use is a slight variation on z-scores, 

which we refer to as “core scores”. We calculate the median and 

standard deviation (SD) of each gene from the 16 normal transcriptomes. 

Because prostate cancer has a strong genetic component we consider 

that some gene instances might already be dysregulated in the matched 

normal tissue. Therefore, we discard the six most extreme values for 

each gene. We do this by sorting all gene-instances for each gene and 

finding the sequence of ten consecutive instances with the smallest SD. 

Because removing the extremes of any distribution will warp the 

estimates of its SD, we estimate the distortion factor extracting the core 

from random sets of 16 values sampled from the normal distribution and 

correct the core-scores accordingly (distortion factor ~2). Finally, we 

filter out lowly expressed genes where the normal core has a median 

FPKM value under 0.3 (Ramsköld et al. 2009).  

Matching of pairs - We search for genes where at least one instance has 

an absolute core score larger than three SDs (dysregulated) and one 

other instance has an absolute core score smaller than one SD 

(unchanged). These dysregulated and unchanged gene instance pairs 

allow us to study transcriptional dysregulation in one patient while having 

a control instance of the same gene in a second patient. The expression 

values for patients in normal tissue need to have an absolute core score 

smaller than one SD in order to be included in the analysis. We do this to 

ensure that dysregulation is not already present in the adjacent matched 

tissue before tumor development. We identify 17,850 viable, 

dysregulated and unchanged gene instance pairs over a total of 2,579 

genes (Fig. 3c, data S3), of which 83% are up regulated (14,893), and 

only 17% are down regulated (2,957).  

Enrichment scores - We use the cut plexi (p-value < 0.05) to assign 

mutations to each of the gene instances for all viable pairs. We use cut 

plexi and intra-chromosomal interactions in order to enrich for true 

interactions, as the Hi-C is notoriously noisy. Because we are strictly 

interested in the effect of distal mutations, we only consider those that 

are beyond 100 kb of the plexus’ gene promoter. Additionally, we restrict 

our analysis to up-regulated genes where we have more power to detect 

an effect. Having gathered mutations for both dysregulated and 

unchanged gene instances in the tumor samples, we can compute the 

enrichment of mutations in dysregulated gene instances by comparing 

the two groups in aggregate. Because the specific contribution of 

different classes of regulatory elements to tumorigenesis is unknown, we 

compute enrichment scores for each of the chromatin states separately. 

Pair resampling - We test several intensities of dysregulation for 

enrichment in mutations, from core scores between 3 and 12 SDs. For 

each baseline, we pick all the pairs in the 17,850 viable pair set where 

the core score of the dysregulated gene instance exceeds or equals the 

baseline core score. A permuted set of pairs of the same size as the one 

defined by the core score baseline is resampled within the same 

collection of genes by randomizing the indices of the dysregulated and 

unchanged instances between genes. This is similar to randomly 

sampling 16x16 patient sample pairs, but with a non-uniform distribution 

over the patients. By simply permuting the indices between genes, the 

distribution approximately preserves the patient proportions among the 

dysregulated and unchanged categories across all genes. We then 

retrieve the plexus mutations for the dysregulated and unchanged gene 

instances and append them to their respective mutation matrices (gene 

instances by chromatin states). As we increase the core score baseline, 

the number of viable pairs decreases and the analysis loses power. 

Patient balancing - Patient proportions in the dysregulated and 

unchanged matrices are not balanced. When selecting gene instance 

pairs for a given core score baseline, we tally the number of times each 

patient appears in either category. Based on the mutation rate 

heterogeneity across patients, we compute the expected dysregulated 

to unchanged ratio of mutations for each chromatin state. We then 

compare this to the dysregulated to unchanged ratios between the two 

mutation matrices. The ratio of ratios is log
2

 transformed and constitutes 

the enrichment score for each chromatin state at each baseline. We 

derive a p-value for this test by counting the number of times that the 

observed enrichment score is larger than the enrichment scores in the 

permuted gene instance pairs. Finally, we correct the p-values by the 10 

core scores baselines and 8 chromatin states tested (Bonferroni; 80 

tests). 

Copy number correction - If dysregulation is due to regional copy 

number alteration, then the region is likely to have more mutations 

assigned to it during variant calling, as the copies are conflated in the 

variant calling. This could lead to the appearance of enrichment when 

compared to an unchanged gene instances in a patient with no copy 

number alterations in that region. We therefore add an additional 

condition to the previous approach in order to avoid the possible effect 

of copy number alterations in our study of dysregulated genes. When 

collecting gene instance pairs for each core score baseline, a pair is only 

considered if it has copy number data available and neither gene 

instance has a copy number alteration. This filter is applied to both the 

observed and permuted pair sets. 

Plexus recurrence test 

Tile resampling - The plexus recurrence test is designed to identify gene 

plexi that harbor more mutations than are expected by chance alone. It 

estimates the expected number of mutations through resampling. Its null 

distribution accounts for critical confounders that have been previously 

identified in the search for driver events in cancer genomes (Lawrence et 

al. 2013). Namely, it accounts for heterogeneous mutation rates across 

patients, chromatin states and genomic regions. The null distribution is 

computed from a resampling matrix in which all 100 bp tiles used to 

assemble the plexi are binned based on their chromatin state and 

regional mutation rate. The regional mutation rate at each tile is 

calculated from its surrounding 50 kb by pooling mutations across all 

patients. We find that larger windows fail to account for the broad 

variations in mutation rates, whereas smaller windows are similar in size 

to genes, which can be legitimate units of selection. Each tile is assigned 

its mutational bin number based on the log
2

 of its regional mutation rate 

(Fig. 4b). The two-dimensional binning of all tiles in the human genome 

results in a matrix of tile arrays of 15 mutation bins by 8 chromatin 

states. Each tile retains the assignment of mutations for each patient. 

Thus, preserving the mutation rate heterogeneity present in the cohort. A 

similar two-dimensional binning is applied to the tile array of the test 

plexus, where instead of tile index lists we store tile tallies (Fig. 4c). We 

refer to this matrix of tile tallies as the tile decomposition of the plexus. It 

encodes our understanding of the mutational confounders across the 

loci in the plexus; the attributes that affect the accumulation of mutations 

but that are independent of selection. The plexus tile decomposition 

guides the resampling in each permutation. Tiles are picked at random 

and with replacement from the resampling matrix so as to match the tile 

decomposition of the test plexus and control for the mutational 

confounders. The collection of permuted tile arrays constitutes the null 

distribution with which to estimate expected mutation rates for each 

patient and chromatin state combination. 
Centroid score - In the next step, the plexus recurrence test retrieves the 

patient mutations for the test plexus and each of the permutation tile 

arrays. A tile is considered mutated for a patient if it contains one or 

more mutations. Each tile is therefore associated with a binary array with 

an entry for each patient. Mutations for the permuted tile arrays retain 

their original assignments to patients in order to control for mutation rate 

heterogeneity in the cohort, including patient-specific variation in 

chromatin sate mutation rates. Observed mutations in the test plexus tile 

array are compared to mutations in the permutation tile arrays using a 

separate centroid score for each chromatin state and the exon 

annotations contained in the plexus (referred to just as states for brevity, 

but now including a ninth category for exon elements). The centroid 

score is computed in the following manner in order to allow for 

aggregation across samples and states. Mutations are tallied in state by 

patient matrices for all tile arrays (Fig. 4d, e). Tally matrices for the 

permutations are stored as a three-dimensional null volume. Each list of 

mutation tallies for each state and patient combination is upper quartile 

normalized across the permutation dimension. Positive normalized tallies 

summed across patients constitute the centroid score, which are 

calculated separately for each state. This produces nine centroid scores 

for the test plexus and each of the permutations. Each patient 

contributes to the centroid score proportionally to how much it positively 

deviates from what is expected for that patient and chromatin state 

combination (Fig. 4f). 
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Significance - Statistical significance for the test plexus is computed by 

comparing its centroid scores against those of the permutations. The 

size of the null distribution (number of permutations) is increased until a 

reliable p-value is determined. Only plexi in which one or more of the 

nine tests (eight chromatin states and exons) have two or fewer 

permutations that have a centroid score larger or equal to that of the null 

pass on to the next round. We perform nine tests on each of the 20,318 

protein-coding genes and correct the p-values accordingly with the 

Benjamini-Hochberg method (Data S4). 
Discussion - Many features remain to be incorporated and explored in 

future version of the plexus recurrence test. First, due to limited 

availability and high cost of Hi-C data, we construct the plexus of each 

gene in reference to a single prostate cell line. However, profiling 

chromatin states, DNase hypersensitivity regions, and especially Hi-C 

interactions in each tumor and normal sample individually would provide 

for a much richer analysis of each patient’s disease. The direct 

incorporation of variability in plexus structure between individuals and 

the regulatory rewiring within tumors would be particularly interesting. 

Second, even though we corrected for mutation rate differences 

between chromatin states, we treated all mutations in the same 

chromatin state as equally likely to have a regulatory effect and drive 

tumorigenesis. Protein-coding models that distinguish between 

synonymous and non-synonymous mutations and attempt to predict the 

effect of variants are readily available. However, similar models for 

regulatory alterations are not as developed. Richer regulatory models will 

allow future iterations of the test to incorporate the magnitude and 

direction of effect for non-coding mutations in the expectations derived 

from resampling. For example, by pre-computing the likelihood of a 

mutation perturbing enhancer activity or modulating binding of a 

transcription factor. The models will eventually leverage tumor-specific 

information on regulator activity, such as the intra-cellular concentration 

of aberrant transcription factors. Third, the three-dimensional structure 

of the genome has been shown to be scale-free, with rich patterns of 

chromosome interactions at multiple scales. Therefore, our test of non-

contiguous recurrence should not be limited to a single scale, in this 

case the organization of regulatory elements around a single gene, but 

should consider both smaller and larger structures. The tested units 

could range from enhancer clusters or sets of interaction termini to 

transcriptional factories or topological domains. The pathway-level 

convergence we observe among the 15 drivers we identify suggests 

another set of layered recurrence tests across the hierarchy of cellular 

functions. A hierarchical recurrence test could reveal convergent 

mutations in the merged plexi of protein complexes, metabolic pathways 

and cancer hallmarks. Finally, the plexus recurrence test should combine 

somatic and germ line variants of strong and weak effects, that are rare 

to common in frequency, both protein-coding and non-coding, to cover 

the entire causal timeline of cancer, from inherent risk to emergence and 

evolution. This would constitute the first approximation of a unified 

model of tumorigenesis  

Chromatin conformation capture (3C) of the PLCB4 plexus 

The RWPE1 (normal prostate epithelial) cell line was kindly provided by 

Dr Jyotsna Batra (Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, 

Australia) and cultured in KSFM supplemented with 5 ng/ml epidermal 

growth factor, 25 μg/ml bovine pituitary extract and 2 mM glutamine. 3C 

libraries were generated using EcoRI as described previously 

(Ghoussaini et al. 2014). 3C interactions were quantitated by real-time 

PCR (Q-PCR) using primers designed within EcoRI restriction fragments 

(Fig. S5, table S5). Q-PCR was performed on a RotorGene 6000 using 

MyTaq HS DNA polymerase (Bioline) with the addition of 5 mM of Syto9, 

annealing temperature of 66°C and extension of 30sec. 3C analyses 

were performed in three independent library preparations with each 

experiment quantified in duplicate. Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) 

clones were used to create artificial libraries of ligation products in order 

to normalize for PCR efficiency. Q-PCR products were electrophoresed 

on 2% agarose gels, gel purified and sequenced to verify the 3C 

product.  

eQTL analysis of variants in the PLCB4 plexus  

The Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project is a publicly available 

resource that provides matched genotype and expression data from 

normal human donors (GTEx Consortium 2015). 87 of these donors have 

transcriptome data (RNA-seq) for prostate, in addition to genotype and 

covariates data. We intersect the five 3C-validated loci with the GTEx 

genotypes and obtain 783 variants (97 genotyped, 686 imputed) for the 

PLCB4 plexus. Nine transcripts of PLCB4 (ENSG00000101333.12) have 

detectable expression in at least one of the 87 prostate transcriptomes: 

ENST00000278655.4; a, ENST00000334005.3; b,  

ENST00000378473.3; c, ENST00000378501.2; d,  

ENST00000416836.1; e, ENST00000464199.1; f,  

ENST00000473151.1; g, ENST00000482123.1; h,  

ENST00000492632.1; i.  

We compute expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) for the nine 

transcripts and the 783 variants using the Matrix eQTL R package 

(Shabalin 2012). The Bonferroni cutoff for statistical significance is 10
-5.2

 

(0.05 / (783 * 9)). We used the age, race and ethnicity of the GTEx donors 

as covariates in the analysis. 

Intra-genomic replicates (IGR) analysis of PLCB4 plexus 

We downloaded signal tracks from Cistrome DB for 118 ChIP-Seq 

experiments performed in prostate cell lines, as well as ERG and GABPA 

in Jurkat cells (Sharma et al. 2014). We construct 400 bp window 7mer 

and 8mer IGR models for each track, as previously described (Cowper-
Sal·lari et al. 2012) except that we do not apply the competition filter. We 

use 373,359 active prostate elements genome wide as the IGR regional 

filter. We define these regions as the union of peaks across 29 

experiments profiling DNase, H3K27ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me2, and 

H3K4me3 in the same prostate cell lines. Using these models, we run 

the IGR algorithm on 14 out of the 15 mutations in ‘txn’ states and 35 of 

the 36 total mutations contained in the PLCB4 plexus (only single-

nucleotide variants). Many of these mutations show statistically 

significant affinity modulation of transcription factor binding between the 

reference (germline) and alternate (tumor) alleles (Bonferroni corrected).  

IGR filters - We have updated the original IGR program with two new 

filters. First, in order to discard noisy affinity models lacking sufficient 

instances of a given k-mer genome wide to make a clean prediction we 

devise the “quality” and “symmetry” filters. IGR computes an averaged 

binding profile for every k-mer; in this case along a 400 bp window 

centred on the k-mer. Every k-mer has two profiles for its forward and 

reverse complement orientations, and every IGR result has two final k-

mers for the highest affinity among the reference and alternate allele k-

mer sets. The correlation between the forward profile and the mirror 

image of the reverse profile constitutes the measure of quality. The 

correlation between the forward profile and its own mirror image 

constitutes the measure of symmetry. We then remove any mutation 

results where either reference and alternate final k-mer profiles had 

either symmetry or quality smaller than 0.5 and both had symmetry and 

quality smaller than 0.85. Second, in order to only select mutations for 

which the effect size was large enough we calculated baseline-offset 

affinities for each of the final k-mer profiles. This measure compares the 

affinity centred at the k-mer, minus the average of the signal 195-200 bp 

away from the k-mer in both forward and reverse orientations. Using 

these, we define the “maximum prominence” as the highest absolute 

baseline-corrected affinity in either the reference or alternate allele within 

200 bp of the k-mer and the “maximum difference” as the largest 

absolute difference between baseline-corrected reference and alternate 

alleles within 200 bp of the k-mer. We exclude all mutation results for 

which the ratio between the maximum difference and maximum 

prominence was less than 0.5. 

Enrichment analysis - We test PLCB4 plexus mutations for enrichment of 

affinity modulating results that satisfy all of the previous filters. We 

assess the set of mutations in the PLCB4 plexus as a whole using 

Fisher’s exact test within each experimental setup. Enrichments were 

corrected using FDR and only significant IGR mutations were used when 

counting (q-value < 0.024; estimate = 6.73 for 8-mers) 

PLCB4 overexpression 

PC3 cells were transfected with PolyJet (SignaGen Laboratories) as per 

manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, cells were plated the night before 

transfection to achieve 70% confluence on 10 cm dishes. PC3 cells were 

transfected with empty vector, pcDNA3.1-mycHis-PLCB4, p3xFlag-

CMV10-PTEN or both.  Forty-eight hours later, the cells were harvested 

by washing and scraping in ice-cold PBS followed by centrifugation at 

1,500g for 5 minutes at 4°C.  The cell pellet was lysed in 160 μL of 

CHAPS lysis buffer (40 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.3% CHAPS, 120 mM NaCl, 

1 mM EDTA, 50 mM sodium fluoride, 20 mM beta-glycerophosphate, 

protease inhibitor cocktail) on ice for 20 minutes. The cell lysate was 

clarified by centrifugation at 15,000g for 15 minutes at 4°C and the 

supernatant was normalized for total protein using the Bradford assay 

(Biorad). SDS loading buffer was added to the normalized samples and 

30 μg of total protein was loaded on 8% acrylamide gels and transferred 

to PVDF membranes. The membranes were blocked in 5% BSA in TBST 

and immunoblotted with anti-PLCB4 (sc-20760, Santa Cruz Biotech), 

anti-phospho Akt (#4058, Cell Signaling), anti-phospho Erk (#9106, Cell 

Signaling), anti-Akt (#4691, Cell Signaling), anti-Erk (#9102, Cell 

Signaling) and anti-PTEN (#9559, Cell Signaling). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

Figure S1 | ChromHMM states and aggregate states. Emission 

parameters for the 15-state model learnt on the five core histone marks. 
Aggregate states represent simplified regulatory roles. 

Figure 2 | Recurrence at contiguous genomic elements is rare. a. 
Genome coverage for each of the eight aggregate chromatin states in 

prostate tissue (RWPE1). b. Number of elements (y-axis) and size of 
elements (x-axis) for each of the eight chromatin states, showing the 

distribution of regulatory element size in prostate tissue. The majority of 
regulatory elements are a few Kb in size. c, Percentage of measurements 

(y-axis) obtained from sliding a window of variable length (1,6 to 819 Kb) 

and calculating the percentage of all tumors that harbor at least one 
mutation in that window (x-axis). Sliding a window of 13 Kb (orange), the 

size of the largest regulatory elements, yields a distribution of recurrence 
events across all tumors that rarely exceeds 15% of prostate tumor 

samples.  

Figure S3 | Plexus composition across all genes. a and b. Number of 

genes (y-axis) and number of elements, nucleotides or mutations for raw 

(a) or cut (b) plexi (x-axes) for each of the eight aggregate states that are 
proximal (left), distal intra-chromosomal (cis, middle) or distal inter-

chromosomal (trans, right) with respect to the gene body. 

Figure S4 | Enrichment scores for mutations in the distal loci of plexi 

containing dysregulated genes (cut plexi: high-confidence, intra-
chromosomal interactions) but excluding gene instances with copy 

number alterations. Histograms show the log2 ratio of observed over 

expected mutation counts (y-axis) at increasing levels of dysregulation (x-
axis). 

Figure S5 | PLCB4 plexus 3C chromatograms. Sanger sequence 
chromatograms of 3C ligation products formed between the PLBC4 

promoter and mutated genomic loci. 

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

Table S1 | Plexus of protein-coding genes are enriched for regulatory 

chromatin states. Ratio between the number of tiles observed on average 
for each plexus and the number of tiles expected based on genomic 

proportions in prostate cancer. 

Table S2 | Nucleotide and dinucleotide composition of chromatin states in 
prostate tissue. 

Table S3 | Significant results for the plexus recurrence test run on all 

GENCODE protein-coding genes. 

Table S4 | Plexus intersections. Number of shared tiles between all pairs 

of plexi identified by the plexus recurrence test. Only the portions of the 
plexus marked by the significantly mutated chromatin state are 

intersected. 

Table S5 | PLCB4 oligonucleotides. Nucleotide sequence of primers used 
in chromatin conformation capture (3C) experiments validating the 

PLCB4 plexus interactions.  

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

Data S1 | Number of interactions in the plexi of protein coding genes.  

Table header: Internal gene ID, GENCODE gene symbol, Gene class, 
Number of unique anchors at TSS, Number of proximal interactions, 

Number of distal cis interactions, Number of distal trans interactions.  

Data S2 | Number of tiles, elements and mutations in the plexi of protein-
coding genes. Table header: Internal gene ID, GENCODE gene symbol, 

Stringency class, Annotation class, Distance class, opn, pro, reg, enh, 
txn, poi, rep, low. 

Data S3 | Dysregulated-unchanged gene-instance pairs. Table header: 

Internal gene ID, Gene normal core median, Gene normal core SD, 
Dysregulated index, Dysregulated patient ID, Dysregulated core score, 

Unchanged index, Unchanged patient ID, Unchanged core score. 

Data S4 | Plexus recurrence test results for all GENCODE protein-coding 

genes. Table header: Most significant p-value, Internal gene ID, opn, pro, 

reg, enh, txn, poi, rep, low, exn, Ensembl gene ID, Gene symbol. 

Data S5 | PLCB4 3C plexus eQTL results in normal prostate. Table 

header: Chromosome, Start, End, Gene isoform, Beta, T-statistic, P-
value, FDR. 
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Table S4

EcoRI fragment 

(chr20; hg19)

PLCB4 

promoter

Bait 9,044,304 gccattatggccttctcttggttcactgtgg

Control 1 9,266,126 ccaggagaactctttactgggtcacacagagtagc

9.2a Test 9,272,249 cgcccaaaattgttccacctgaagtcc

Control 2 9,279,603 gagccttcacacatcccagttatgactgatcc

Control 1 9,291,851 ggtgtggtgtatgatgcaattctcctctgc

9.2b Test 9,292,762 gatacaagaaagtcccatgggcaagaagaagg

Control 2 9,296,754 cccattctcatttccctaagaaatgtcttggg

Control 1 10,429,887 gcaaactagcaccatctgtcacctgtagaattgc

10.4 Test 10,433,106 cgattctcctgtctcagcttcccgagtagc

Control 2 10,440,835 ggaagtggaggatacaaacttcctgtttgaaagagc

Control 1 18,529,891 cgtatcggtgggttccacatctataaattcaacc

18.5 Test 18,541,239 ctggttgtatcctcagcttaacaggcactgg

Control 2 18,544,452 gcttttcattttctcaactgtgaccttcaaagagc

Control 1 30,049,488 ctggcttattcggattcttattgcacatatttgc

30.0 Test 30,053,453 ccagtgttagtgaatctgtggcctaacttgtgacc

Control 2 30,061,463 gcatcattcacttagactatgacatgcacgatgc

Table S5

3C EcoRI 

primers

Sequence (5’ to 3’)Plexus loci

state P-val. Nmuts N=1 N>1 Nmuts N=1 N>1 State All

ITM2A enh 1E-07 58 9 7 16 / 245 9 / 20 13 24% 31 56% 129 18 18 36 / 793 12 / 20 14 25% 48 87% 181 483.4

INSRR poi 2E-07 76 8 9 17 / 142 11 / 18 12 22% 34 62% 267 49 40 89 / 2727 22 / 23 21 38% 55 100% 99.4 1756

ZCCHC16 txn 3E-07 63 20 5 25 / 193 17 / 22 16 29% 33 60% 275 60 55 115 / 2138 23 / 23 18 33% 54 98% 251 1347

ZBED2 pro 9E-07 72 23 12 35 / 331 13 / 21 10 18% 39 71% 421 74 69 143 / 4173 22 / 23 34 62% 55 100% 176 2771

SPANXN3 pro 1E-06 24 2 5 7 / 76 4 / 14 5 9% 19 35% 124 31 24 55 / 1047 17 / 22 12 22% 47 85% 37.2 709.9

PLCB4 txn 2E-06 79 9 15 24 / 341 14 / 23 10 18% 37 67% 362 59 54 113 / 3576 23 / 23 34 62% 54 98% 419 2497

COQ3 pro 2E-06 58 19 9 28 / 247 11 / 20 9 16% 35 64% 326 57 58 115 / 2913 22 / 23 27 49% 55 100% 125 1957

EDNRA txn 2E-06 102 19 18 37 / 452 14 / 19 10 18% 41 75% 392 80 63 143 / 4238 21 / 23 42 76% 55 100% 586 2734

CRY2 txn 3E-06 83 18 16 34 / 358 13 / 21 11 20% 36 65% 289 70 48 118 / 3569 20 / 23 33 60% 55 100% 455 2376

ZC3H12B rep 3E-06 150 38 24 62 / 576 16 / 22 20 36% 49 89% 415 75 66 141 / 2661 23 / 23 39 71% 55 100% 505 1754

C14orf180 txn 4E-06 49 5 11 16 / 133 11 / 19 6 11% 28 51% 142 26 26 52 / 1700 20 / 23 30 55% 51 93% 161 1243

IDO2 rep 4E-06 98 27 18 45 / 378 17 / 20 12 22% 48 87% 189 38 34 72 / 1525 19 / 21 26 47% 54 98% 368 1058

RRAD poi 4E-06 47 5 8 13 / 113 8 / 20 11 20% 28 51% 180 30 27 57 / 2091 19 / 22 30 55% 52 95% 71.8 1430

SLC25A5 rep 4E-06 68 16 11 27 / 196 12 / 18 10 18% 37 67% 143 26 24 50 / 1332 17 / 21 16 29% 50 91% 189 852.7

SSX3 enh 4E-06 53 6 8 14 / 230 9 / 20 14 25% 36 65% 104 14 17 31 / 682 17 / 21 14 25% 43 78% 196 468.4

N=1 number of loci mutated in exactly one tumor

N>1 number of loci mutated in two or more tumors

Mut elmts number of mutated elements / total number of elements in plexus

MutChrm number of mutated chromosomes / total number of chromosomes in plexus

Size total size of regulatory plexus for enrichment state and all states

Table S3

SinglElmt PlexusMut elmts MutChrm SinglElmt Plexus Mut elmts MutChrm

Enriched chromatin state All regulatory states

Size (kb)Enrichment Mutations Fraction mutated Convergence Mutations Fraction mutated Convergence

state MutRank CpG

opn 8 3.1%

pro 6 3.1%

reg 7 1.9%

enh 2 1.5%

txn 5 1.3%

poi 4 2.3%

rep

AA

0.066

0.079

0.085

0.087

0.087

0.078

0.081

AC

0.049

0.050

0.050

0.051
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0.049

0.050
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0.075
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0.073

0.074
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0.051
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0.060
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0.066

0.055

0.062

CA

0.074

0.070

0.072

0.074

0.076

0.074

0.077

CC

0.079

0.074

0.066

0.063

0.061

0.072

0.065

CG

0.031

0.031

0.019

0.015

0.013

0.023

0.012

CT

0.075

0.069

0.073

0.074

0.073

0.074

0.076

GA

0.061

0.060

0.060

0.060

0.060

0.063

0.063

GC

0.069

0.061

0.054

0.053

0.049

0.060

0.052

GG

0.079

0.074

0.066

0.063

0.060

0.072

0.065

GT

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.051

0.052

0.049

0.050

TA

0.040

0.046

0.052

0.053

0.055

0.042

0.048

TC

0.061

0.060

0.060

0.060

0.061

0.062

0.063

TG

0.074

0.071

0.072

0.074

0.076

0.074

0.077

TT

0.066

0.078

0.085

0.087

0.087

0.078

0.082 3 1.2%

state A C G T MutRank GC%

txn 28% 22% 22% 28% 5 44%

enh 27% 23% 23% 27% 2 45%

rep 27% 23% 23% 27% 3 46%

reg 27% 23% 23% 27% 7 46%

poi 26% 24% 24% 26% 4 49%

pro 25% 24% 25% 25% 6 49%

opn 24% 26% 26% 24% 8 52%

Table S2

opn pro reg enh txn poi rep low

proximal 2.0 1.9 2.0 1.7 1.8 1.3 1.1 0.8 

distal_cis 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.1 0.9 

distal_trans 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 

Table S1
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